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Shift Speed Improvement of a Metal Belt CVT
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This paper presents a CVT line pressure control strategy for the increased shift speed. Firstly,

an algorithm to increase the CVT shift speed is suggested based on a modified CVT shift

dynamics and shift speed maps are constructed. In addition, simplified dynamic models of the
line pressure and the ratio control valve are derived by considering the CVT shift dynamics, and

low level control algorithms for the ratio and the line pressure control are proposed. Using the

shift speed maps and the simplified dynamic models of the CVT system, shift performance is

investigated. It is found from the experimental and simulation results that improved shift speed
can be achieved by increasing the line pressure.
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1. Introduction

In a metal belt continuously variable transmis

sion (CVT) , line pressure is required to supply a
clamping force between the belt and pulley. In

sufficient line pressure causes a gross slippage of

the belt, which results in a loss of power trans

mission capability. On the other hand, excessive
line pressure causes a hydraulic loss as well as a

short life of the belt. Since the line pressure can be
increased up to 50 bars in the metal belt CVT, the

hydraulic loss due to the high line pressure

contributes to a major powertrain loss. Conse
quently, the line pressure control is considered to

be an integral part of the CVT design, and many

researches and developments on the CVTs have

been focused on mostly how to provide an
optimal pressure (FUjii. T, 1993; Lee. H and Kim.
H, 2000) and on the related control strategies
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(Funatsu. K, 1996; Sato, 1996; Kim. T and Kim.
H,2000) to minimize the hydraulic loss due to the

high line pressure.
It is well known that the CVT shift speed

depends on magnitude of the primary pressure as

well as the pressure difference in the actuator
(Ide. T, 1995). Since most CVTs developed so far

adopt speed ratio control systems which supply

the primary actuator pressure by reducing the line
pressure, the maximum primary pressure that

affects the shift speed is limited to the line
pressure.

The CVT shift speed is directly related to the

vehicle performance such as kickdown maneuver,

shift quality, etc. In addition, if we are able to

increase the shift speed, the engine operation can
be maintained on the optimal operation region

which results in the improvement of the fuel
economy.

In this paper, a CVT line pressure control

strategy is suggested in order to improve the shift
speed. A CVT shift speed map is constructed

based on the CVT shift dynamics, and simplified
dynamic models of the line pressure control valve

and ratio control valve are derived including the

CVT shift dynamics. Using the dynamic models
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Fig. 1 Shift speed map for upshift case from i=2.48

determined as di/dt= -1.1 (po int B). From the
shift speed map, it is obvious to achieve an
increased shift speed by increasing the line
pressure. For example, if we increase the line
pressu re up to 35bar (point C) , the shift speed
obtainable becomes di/ dt =- 1.6.

The shift speed map for the downshift case is
shown on Fig. 2. The shift speed map is
constructed when the downshift is carried out
from the highest gear ratio, i=0.49 . The primary
speed is maintained at ClJp=2000rpm. At the
highest gear ratio, the primary pressure P*p at a
steady state maintains 25 bars which is equal to
the line pressure (point p). The downshift can be
performed by reducing the primary pressure or by
increas ing the line pressure. For instance, if we
decrease Pp to 15 bars (point Q), the shift speed
di / dt=2.0 can be achieved. When a faster shift
speed, for example, di/dt=6.0 is desired, it is
possible to achieve it by the follow ing two ways;
one is to reduce the primary pressure down to
Pp = 7 bars . However, an excessive reduction in
the primary pressure may cause a belt slippage.
The other way is to increase the line pressure up
to 52 bars (point R) .

The shift speed map can be constructed
similarly with various speed ratios for the upshift
and the downshift case . and an improved shift
speed can be achieved by increasing the line
pressure based on the shift speed map .
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The CYT shift dynamics is represented as (Ide.
T, 1995).

where di/ dt is the shift speed, !3 (i) is the
coefficient which depends on the speed ratio i, ClJp
is the primary speed. Pp is the applied primary
pressure , P*p is the primary pressure at a steady
state. Rearranging Eq. ( 1) gives.

~; =!3(i) ClJp (Pp-P*p)

=!3(i )wppp( 1-~:)

=!3(i) ClJp Fp As Ps( 1- P*p) (2)
r, A p Pp

. (P*)=a(z) ClJPPs I--=P;
where a ( i ) =!3 (i) FpAs/FsAp. F and A denote
the thrust and the actuator area , and subscripts p
and s denote the primary and secondary, respec
tively. The thrust ratio Fp/ F, is known as a
function of speed ratio i.

It is noted from Eq. (2) that the shift speed can
be increased by increasing the line pressure Ps.
Figure I shows a shift speed map for various line
pressures when the upshift is carried out from a
drive-off gear ratio , i=2.48. The shift speed map
is constructed from the CYT shift dynamics, Eq.
(2) at ClJp=2000rpm. In calculating the shift
speed, a safety factor 1.3 for the line pressure is
used to guarantee the torque capac ity of CYT.
When the line pressure Ps is 25bar, the primary
pressure P*p at a steady state is obtained as
P*p= lObar (point A) from the line of di / dt =
O. If we carry out the upshift from A by increasing
the primary pressure to . the line pressure Ps=
25bar, the maximum upshift speed obtainable is

and the shift speed map, model based low level
line pressure control algorithm and ratio control
algorithm are suggested and performance of the
CYT shift speed are investigated by simu lat ion
and experiment.

2. Line Pressure and CVT Shift Speed
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Fig, 3 Schematic diagram of an electronic controlled
CVT
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Fig. 4 Steady state characteristics of LCV
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where K1 and K2 are the coefficients depending
on the oil pump speed, 1,' is the damping

coefficient, Wn is the natural frequency. KJ, K2, S
and ([)n are determined from the experiments.

Figure 4 shows a comparison of the simulation

results for the LCV steady state characteristics
with the experimental results . As shown in Fig . 4,

the effective duty range where the line pressure

can be controlled depends on the pump speed . In

Fig . 5, transient response of the LCV is shown for
a ramp duty input. It is noted from Fig. 5 that the

line pressure shows hysterisis for a rampwise

ascending and descending duty input. It is seen
from Fig. 4 - F ig. 5 that the simulation results are

in good accordance with the experimental resu lts,

which demonstrates the validity of the LCV

model.
In order to obtain the dynamic model of the
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Fig. 2 Shift speed map for downshift case from i=
0.49

In Fig. 3, schematic diagram of an electronica

lly controlled CVT used in this study is shown.

The line pressure is regulated by the line pressure

control valve (LCV) , which is operated by a
variable force solenoid (VFS) type line pressure

control solenoid valve (LCSV). The LCSV

generates a control pressure Ps which is applied

to the land #I of the LCV spool. If the input duty

decreases, Pc increases and the spool moves to the

right side to close the exhaust port, which results
in the increased line pressure. If the input duty

increases, Pc dec reases and the decreased line
pressure is obtained. So, the line pressure control

is achieved by the LCSV duty control. The ratio
control valve (RCV) is also operated by the VFS

type ratio control solenoid valve (RCSV) . If the

input duty increases, the control pressure applied

to the land #2 of the RCV spool decreases, so the
spool moves to the left side. This causes the

exhaust port to open, thus the primary pressure

decreases and the belt pitch radius decreases,
which results in the downshift of the CVT ratio.

The upshift can be obtained by decreasing the

duty ratio of the RCSV.
In this study, considering the ineffective duty

region of the VFS valves and the oil pump flow

characteristics, the LCV is modeled as the fol

lowing second order system .
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Fig. 5 Transient state characteristics of LCV

In Fig. 7, performance characteristics of the
RCV by the simulation are compared with the
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Fig. 7 Steady state characteristics of RCV

4. Line Pressure and Ratio Control
Alorithm

In order to perform a CVT shift, the ratio
control is needed together with the line pressure
control, which requires low level controllers for
the line pressure and the CYT ratio. Line pressure
controller should be designed by considering the
ineffective duty range of the LCSV since the line
pressure shows an overshoot or undershoot when
the duty signal changes from the ineffective range
to the effective range. In this study. an anti-

experiment. From Fig. 7, the effective duty range
where the primary pressure can be controlled is
observed as 38- 50 % in the simulation and the
experiment. It is considered that the effective duty
range is so narrow that the RCV seems to operate
like an on-off valve, which may cause a pressure
pulsation in the primary actuator. As shown in
Fig. 7, the simulation results agree with the
experiment.

(7)

o~0-2'=":0~-:40-=--~6::-::0.:::::;80;:::1~00
DutY. %

6o,.-- - - - -----,

QPIn= CaAin signJI Ps - P, I (4)

QPout = CaAoutsignjf]5;T (5)

State space equation of the primary pressure is
represented as,

Pp Vp+1pxpp( o-:- Qpout - Apd;r) (6)

where the last term in Eq. (6) represents the oil
flow change occurred during the shift. dXpp/ dt is
the movable flange speed. dXpp/ dt can be
obtained from the shift speed and the CYT ge
ometry as,

RCV . it is necessary to consider the ineffective
duty region of the VFS and the oil flow to and
from the actuator during the shift. In Fig . 6, the
RCV dynamic model is shown. As shown in Fig.
6, the RCSV is modeled as a second order system
which produces the RCV spool displacement for
a given duty input. The RCV inlet and exhaust
port area are determined from the spool displace
ment x. Consequently, the RCV is modeled as an
orifice area generator. The oil flow to and from
the primary actuator, QPIn and Qpout can be
calculated as follows,
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Fig. 8 Block diagram of line pressure control

Fig. 9 Block diagram of CVT ratio fuzzy control
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driver module, metal belt CVT system module,
hydraulic power unit module, driving system

module, load simulator module, and control sys

tem module. A vari able speed A. C motor dr ives
the pr imary pulley and power is transmitted to the

secondary pulley via metal V-belt. The input

torque is balanced with the load torque in the
load simul ator. Various speed ratios can be

obta ined by adj usting the primary thrust in the

driving pull ey.
F igure II shows comparison of the experi

mental result s with the simulatio n when the speed

ratio cha nges fro m i=0.49 to i = 2.48. Both the

experiments and the simul ati ons are carried

Fig. 11 Comparison of experimental results with
simulation results

In F ig. 10, a schematic diagram of the experi

mental apparatus for the metal belt CVT is
shown. The experiment al appara tus consists of six

modules; electr ic controlled CVT valve body and

5. Investigation on Shift Performance

windup PID controller is suggested by
considering the characteris tics of the effective duty

range of the LCV with changing anti- windu p
range with respect to the pump speed. The anti 

windup duty range is selected as 20- 80% from

the experiment al results in F ig. 4 and Fig. 5.

Figure 8 shows a block dia gram of the line

pressure contro!'
As for the rat io control. a fuzzy logic based

ratio controll er is desig ned using the dynami c

mode ls of the RC V includi ng the CVT shift

dynamics. The fuzzy control logic was adopted by
considering nonlinear characteristics of the CVT

shift dynamics and the on-off characteristics of

the RCV. The fuzzy controller calculates RCSV
duty and compensate the error between the refer

ence ratio and the actual rat io . In Fig . 9, a block
diagram of the CVT ratio fuzzy control is shown.

T he fuzzy control gains were obtained based on

the simulations and the final control gains were

determined through the experiments. In the fuzzy
logic, considering the RCV characteristics, it is

designed that computation time which calcula tes

the error of the ratio and the rate of the error can
be changed depending on the velocity of the rate

of the CVT ratio.
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6. Conclusions

in this study. In Fig. 12, the CVT shift responses
are shown for the upshift case . The fuzzy logic
based ratio control was used to change the speed
ratio form i=2.48 to i=O.7. The shift response
when the line pressure is increased from Ps=
lObars to Ps=25 bars shows faster response than
that of the constant line pressure, Ps = IObars. It is
seen form Fig. 12 that the primary pressure varies
to follow the target speed ratio. In Fig. 13, shift
response for the downshift is shown. Normally, in
a CVT downshift, an increased belt clamping
force, i. e. increased line pressure is required. It is
noted from Fig. 13 that the shift response when Ps

is increased from Ps= IObars to Ps=35 bars
shows faster response than that of the increased
line pressure to 25bars.

It is found from F ig. 12-13 that the CVT shift
speed can be increased by increasing the line
pressure. However, as mentioned earlier, an
increased line pressure may cause an extra
hydraulic loss, and the effect of increased line
pressure on the fuel economy should be
considered separately.

A CVT line pressure control strategy to im
prove the shift speed is suggested based on the
shift speed maps constructed at each speed ratio
for various line pressures. In addition, simplified
dynamic models of the line pressure control valve
(LCV) and the ratio control valve (ReV) for an
electronically controlled metal belt CVT are
presented. Based on the experimental results, the
LCV and the ratio control solenoid valve are
modeled as a second order system for a given duty
input, and the RCV is modeled as an orifice area
generator. The CVT shift dynamics is considered
by introducing a flow change during the shift .
Using the simplified dynamic models, an anti
wind-up PID line pressure control algorithm and
a fuzzy logic based ratio control algorithm are
suggested. It is found that the simulation results
by the model based control are in accordance
with the exper iments. Using the shift speed map
and the simplified dynamic models of the
hydraulic control valves obtained, shift
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Fig. 12 Experimental results for upshift

oe
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Fig. 13 Experimental results for downshift

out using the model based controllers designed
for the line pressure and the ratio controL It is
seen from Fig. 11 that response of tbe speed ratio
and the primary pressure by the simulation agree
well witb the experimental results.

Figures 12 and 13 show tbe experimental
results for the CVT shift performance. The
experiments were performed based on the shift
speed map and the low level controllers obtained
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performances of the CVT are investigated. It is
found from the experimental and the simulation
results that improved shift speed can be achieved
by increasing the line pressure.
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